
The Newborn Navigator

So you may have heard from others that if you keep your baby up longer, they will sleep 

better. Well, I’m here to tell you that this is a total MYTH. Keeping your baby up longer may 

actually cause them to become very frustrated and overtired, making it very hard for them 

to settle down for sleep. Aim for a bedtime around 7-8:30 pm. 

Try swaddling your baby during day and night sleep with their arms in and pretty snug. I’d 

recommend using a blanket or sleep sack, designed for swaddling. 

Follow the Eat-Play-Sleep cycle. Try to feed your baby every three hours from the start of 

the last feeding during the day. Don’t let them sleep through a feeding during the day. If 

they are sleep  and it’s hit the 3 hour mark, wake them up to feed. Be sure that your baby 

has a full feedings rather than snacks at every feeding. You can also do Cluster feeds in 

the evening right before bed between 4 pm and 7 pm and a Dream feed around 

10/11 pm or whenever you are headed to lay down for the night. 

Helping your baby learn day from night is important. During the day, allow normal noise, 

expose the daylight and no need to whisper. At night, be sure not to stimulate them, use 

low/dim lighting, low tone of voice, no talking at all, no music and not much eye contact. 

When you do feed her in the night,  there’s no playing just all business. Everything after 

“bedtime” should be treated as a night waking. During the night, when a feeding is 

complete, immediately put baby back to sleep. 

Top 8 Sleep Secrets
Tips to improve your baby's sleep through the day

1. EARLY BEDTIME

2. SWADDLE

3. TANK BABY UP DURING THE DAY

4. HELP THEM THROUGH DAY/NIGHT CONFUSION
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Use a sound machine/white noise that is as loud as a vacuum cleaner. Sleeping in silence 

is bizarre for babies. You can buy a sound machine  or use a white noise app. 

Create a simple bedtime routine that happens in the space where she will be sleeping. 

Routine should be no longer than 15 minutes 

When putting your baby down to sleep, put them down awake but very drowsy. Initially, 

you can start with trying to do this at least every other nap. Don’t be afraid to hold and 

cuddle her but don’t try to rock or fed her to sleep. 

Allow your baby  to rest when she needs to rest during the day. The more she sleeps 

during the day the better her night sleep will become. 

6. CONSISTENT ROUTINE

7. TEACH YOUR BABY TO SELF_SOOTH

8. SLEEP BEGETS SLEEP

Let's schedule your FREE "Motherhood 

Breakthrough" Session to discuss how I 

can further assist you!

Let's Book it!

MEET JESSICA
I’m Jessica, The Newborn Navigator and my passion is helping 

new and expectant moms navigate through the overwhelm and 

stress of baby prep, newborn care and sleep struggles with ease 

and confidence, by providing them with exceptional support, 

education and guidance along the way! Many parents refer to 

me as the "baby whisperer".  Babies are seriously my thing!
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5. TURN ON THE SOUND MACHINE

http://www.sweetbabybliss.com/motherhood-breakthrough
http://www.sweetbabybliss.com/motherhood-breakthrough

